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Education and Training Reform Regulations Review  
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MELBOURNE  3001  
 

ACL Submission regarding proposed changes to Victoria’s Education and Training 
Reform Regulations 2017 

The Australian Christian Lobby (ACL) welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the public 
consultation process invited by the Victorian Department of Education and Training concerning its 
proposed changes to the regulations governing education in the state. This submission will focus 
particularly on Part 6 of the proposed changes, which relate to arrangements for home schooling.  

With 4500 students registered for home schooling, Victoria’s home-schooling fraternity represents 
the largest of any Australian state.1 This is at least partly attributable to the success of the Victorian 
Department of Education and Training in creating an hospitable environment for those families 
wishing to teach their children from home.2 Home educators are concerned that the proposed 
changes greatly increase the powers of the Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority (VRQA) 
and create significant uncertainty for these families. 

Parents make the choice to school their children at home for a number of reasons. Common 
motivations include the parents’ wish to: 

x instil their own religious and moral values into their children 
x provide extra support for children with particular learning needs 
x work flexibly around other activities, such as sport or music 
x protect their children from negative social influences, such as bullying 
x pursue educational methods – such as ‘natural learning’ or ‘unschooling’ – which are not 

supported by the regular school system. 

                                                           

1 Konrad Marshall, “Home-schooling on the rise”, The Age, 30 January 2014. Available at: 
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/homeschooling-on-the-rise-20140130-31p9u.html 

2 Stuart Chapman, “Growth in Home Schooling in Australia”, Home Schoolers Legal Defence Association, 
February 2016. Available at: https://www.hslda.org/hs/international/Australia/201602120.asp 
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More recently, parents who might otherwise have been happy to educate their children in mainstream 
schools have been voicing dissatisfaction with the introduction of controversial compulsory curricula, 
such as the Safe Schools and Respectful Relationships programs to the Victorian education system. 
These parents are not necessarily motivated by religious beliefs so much as profound conviction that 
what these programs teach about sexuality and gender does not accord with their personal 
understandings of these important subjects.3  

ACL has not been alone in pointing out that the use of government-funded school programs to 
promote a political agenda to the next generation of voters represents a significant breach of trust 
with the community.4 This is something Australian governments have traditionally been careful to 
avoid. The Melbourne declaration – the “vision and mission statement of all Australian government” 
– states that education is a partnership between the government and the whole community. 5  

 “If the … government insists on one version only of a sexuality agenda then it has 
completely cut out of the picture this partnership approach … it wouldn’t matter if 
they were promoting green apples over red apples, the idea that a government 
would mandate something in this area is a very dangerous idea.”6  

In continuing its vigorous support for such controversial programs, the Andrews government has 
demonstrated a determination to disregard the views of many parents. Inevitably, this has the 
unfortunate effect of eroding the trust which previously formed the basis of the partnership between 
parents and the state of Victoria on the subject of education. The school community, which should 
ideally be politically-neutral, has become hostile to and intolerant of the views of many traditional 
Victorian families.   

Parents who wish to avoid exposing their children to the ideologies now being promoted through the 
Victorian state school system have been obliged to remove their children from state schools.7 Some 
have chosen to enrol their children in faith-based schools. Others have chosen to home school. This 
decision entails a remarkable commitment of time, energy and money, and must in many cases 

                                                           

3 See for example, Rebekah Cavanagh and Anthony Galloway, “Melbourne high school teacher says she would 
refuse to teach ‘lewd’ safe schools and respectful relationships program”, Herald Sun, 29 October 2016. 
Available at: http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/melbourne-high-school-teacher-says-she-would-
refuse-to-teach-lewd-safe-schools-and-respectful-relationships-program/news-
story/80a80d4ed6a2134c15500702653fe428 

4 “Governments should never outsource the development of curriculum content to interest groups, 
particularly those with an ideological purpose or agenda.” (Rebecca Urban, “Safe Schools activist Anne 
Mitchell out to ‘shape agenda’.” The Australian, June 23 2016,  Retrieved from 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/education/safe-schools-activist-anne-mitchell-out-to-
shape-agenda/news-story/985e1418b33e8e93886b6691875f777a) See also, Elisabeth Taylor, “Safe Schools: 
Anti-bullying Program or Political Agenda?”, The Australian Christian Lobby, November 2016. Available at: 
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/acl/pages/5231/attachments/original/1481684791/ACL_Safe_Scho
ols_Report.pdf?1481684791 

5 Podcast interview Clare Chate talking with Stephen O’Doherty, “The Problem With the Safe Schools Program, 
‘All Of Us’”, http://hope1032.com.au/stories/life/news/2016/problem-safe-schools-program/ 

6 Podcast interview Clare Chate talking with Stephen O’Doherty, “The Problem With the Safe Schools Program, 
‘All Of Us’”, http://hope1032.com.au/stories/life/news/2016/problem-safe-schools-program/ 

7 See, for example, See Rita Panahi, “Mother pulls children from Frankston High School over transgender 
awareness rules”, Sun Herald, 7 February 2016. (Available from 
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/mother-pulls-children-from-frankston-high-school-over-
transgender-awareness-rules/news-story/0b44bfe1ab5be79592261672051b5c60 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/education/safe-schools-activist-anne-mitchell-out-to-shape-agenda/news-story/985e1418b33e8e93886b6691875f777a
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/education/safe-schools-activist-anne-mitchell-out-to-shape-agenda/news-story/985e1418b33e8e93886b6691875f777a
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/mother-pulls-children-from-frankston-high-school-over-transgender-awareness-rules/news-story/0b44bfe1ab5be79592261672051b5c60
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/mother-pulls-children-from-frankston-high-school-over-transgender-awareness-rules/news-story/0b44bfe1ab5be79592261672051b5c60
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demonstrate strong convictions on this subject. These parents might now quite understandably regard 
the proposed changes to regulations governing home schooling with concern. It might well appear 
that the government is using this opportunity to erode parents’ rights to choose the nature of their 
children’s education.8 

This concern is accentuated by an absence of information over the government’s reasons for 
proposing the current changes. The perception of many home schoolers is that the existing regulations 
were working quite well:  

The proposal constitutes a significant increase in the regulation of home education, 
with no evidence this is required. The only ‘problem’ identified is that DET don’t 
have sufficient data on the outcomes of home education. Research, rather than 
increased regulation, would be the appropriate response. The proposed Plans and 
Reviews will not give evidence of outcomes and therefore do not solve the declared 
problem.9 

There has been some slight suggestion in the media that the existing systems for monitoring home 
schooled children have been found to be insufficient. A 2015 article in the Weekly Times claimed that 

at least 10,000 home schooled children in Victoria are unregistered … Successive 
state governments have failed to keep track of these children and, with no 
monitoring system in place, have been unaware these children are not registered 
for any education.10 

The redress for this situation, however, would only entail improvements in the monitoring system to 
ensure that all children in the state are registered for some kind of education. It would not require the 
imposition of the extra regulations upon those already registered for home schooling. It aslo does not 
necessitate the substantial increase in the powers of the VRQA which the government’s proposals 
now contemplate. 

The government has a legitimate concern to safeguard the access of all children to education. Minister 
Merlino’s comment on the importance of striking “the right balance between making sure home 
schooled students get the best education and giving home school families the freedom to deliver their 
child’s education”11, would attract widespread support. However, it is unclear how this balance is 
reflected in the changes now proposed. Parents are concerned, rather, that the new regulations tip 
the balance very much in favour of the government at the expense of parents’ rights to choose the 
manner of their children’s education. 

Particular concern attaches to the following aspects of the proposal: 

 

                                                           
8 Sarah Nicholson, “Daniel Andrews’ “Education State” is bullying home schoolers”, The Spectator, 19 February 

2017. Available at: https://spectator.com.au/2017/02/daniel-andrews-bullying-homeschoolers/ 
9 The Home Education Network, “Summary of Draft Home Education Regulations”. Available here: 

https://home-ed.vic.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/summary-of-changes.pdf 
10 Shannon Twomey, “Black market home schooling runs rampant in Victoria”, The Weekly Times, 28 January 

2015. Available at: http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/news/national/black-market-home-schooling-runs-
rampant-in-victoria/news-story/eb6629757782ec2d7c254de5c610dc8c 

11 Media Release: “Making Sure Home School Students Get the Best Education”, Department of Education and 
Training, 21 December 2016. Available at: http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/making-sure-home-school-
students-get-the-best-education/ 
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1. The requirement to keep children at school for 28 days while their application to home school is 
reviewed. 

x 72.2 (a) At the beginning of a school year, an application under subregulation (1) must be 

submitted by 30 November in the year before the student is proposed to start home.12 

This regulation will only be unproblematic for home schoolers who know well in advance that they 
intend to home school and are confident home educators who do not follow natural learning methods. 
This would normally include only some parents who never wanted to send their children to school. It 
will not accommodate parents who, having tried regular schooling, have found this to be a bad fit for 
their children’s particular learning (either because they require particular support or because they are 
gifted and bored in class), or social needs.  

A 2016 Home Education Network (HEN) survey indicates that 60% of home schooled children have 
been withdrawn from schools.  

“HEN is regularly contacted by families after children have been bullied or abused 
in school (with an increasing incidence of sexual abuse). Self-harm, anxiety, and 
suicidal ideation are also common themes.”13 

x 72.2 (b) …the child must remain enrolled at, and must attend, a registered school until the 

Authority notifies the applicant of the Authorities’ decision to approve the application….14 

 

In those cases where a parent feels their child’s safety and well-being is in jeopardy, regulations 
requiring that child’s continued attendance at school (and thus continued exposure to the detrimental 
influence) are clearly contrary to the child’s best interests.  

Importantly, this requirement should not only concern home schooling families but all families with 
children in the Victorian education system. The vast majority of parents would naturally feel that they, 
and not the government, are best-placed to determine the course of action most beneficial to their 
child at any point in that child’s life. If that entails removing children from detrimental influences at a 
moment’s notice, most families would assume this was their prerogative. Since it cannot be the 
Department’s intention to establish regulations which do not have the best interests of the child as 
their highest object, this stipulation must be regarded as inherently problematic by all Victorian 
parents. 

In this regard, Section 79 is also a problem, since it confers the prerogative to decide “whether it is 

appropriate for a child to continue to be registered for home schooling”15 onto the Authority. 

                                                           
12 Education and Training Reform Regulations, Department of Education and Training, p 30. Available at: 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/about/department/legislation/ConsultationDraftEduTrainRefo
rmReg2017.pdf 

13 HEN, “Summary of Draft Home Education Regulations”, as above. 
14 Education and Training Reform Regulations, Department of Education and Training, p 30. Available at: 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/about/department/legislation/ConsultationDraftEduTrainRefo
rmReg2017.pdf 

15 Education and Training Reform Regulations, Department of Education and Training, p 33. Available at: 
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/about/department/legislation/ConsultationDraftEduTrainRefo
rmReg2017.pdf 
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2. Lack of clarity about what the criterion for deciding applications will be, what processes will be 
followed if a curriculum outline is rejected after the 28 days  

The DET media release confirms that: 

The VRQA will also have a new power to review a family’s arrangements for home 
schooling to make sure they are providing a quality education to their children.16 

Under the current arrangement, parents who home-school assume responsibility for teaching the 
eight key learning areas (that is: the arts, English, health and physical education (including sport), 
languages other than English, mathematics, science, technology, and studies of society and 
environment) and upholding the principles of Australian democracy. The content and methods of their 
teaching can be reviewed at any time if there is cause for concern. 

In practice, the Authority receives very few complaints. Far from choosing to homeschool in order to 
mask neglect for their children’s educational needs, most home-schooling families are peculiarly 
diligent. The achievement of quality educational outcomes for their children represents a substantial 
motive for these families in undertaking the considerable personal and financial sacrifice that a 
decision to home-school necessarily entails. Evidence suggests that home-schooled children often 
out-perform their contemporaries in the regular school system. For example, a 1999 study of over 
20,000 home-schooled students in the US found:  

almost 25% of home school students were enrolled one or more grades above their 
age-level peers in public and private schools … The median scores for every subtest 
at every grade (typically in the 70th to 80th percentile) were well above those of 
public and Catholic/Private school students.17  

In 2015, Stephen Zhang, who was home schooled from Years 5–10, was one of only 35 Victorian 
students who achieved a top ATAR of 99.95.18 

Despite the notable success of home-schooling, many parents wishing to register their children in 
Victoria have reported problems and sustained discouragement from VRQA staff who “are extremely 
derogatory of home education and attempt to bully them back into school”.19 The Home Educators 
Network has confirmed that The Guide to Home Schooling in Victoria 2015, demonstrates that DET’s 
approach to home educators is intended to “support” them into mainstream schools.20   

Away from the public eye the VRQA works quietly to limit home schooling. If 
parents persist in registering, they are told that state curriculum materials are 
unavailable for sale and that available curriculums are not approved. Parents 
report feeling bullied after such an experience, and say registration requires 
assertiveness.21 

                                                           

16 Media Release: “Making Sure Home School Students Get the Best Education”, Department of Education and 
Training, 21 December 2016. Available at: http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/making-sure-home-school-
students-get-the-best-education/ 

17 “The Scholastic Achievement of Home School Students”, ERIC/AE Digest, 1999. Available at: 
http://www.ericdigests.org/2000-3/home.htm 

18 Henrietta Cook and Timna Jacks, “VCE results: Home-school hero”, The Age, 14 December 2015. Available at: 
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/vce-results-homeschool-hero-20151214-gln7g5.html 

19 HEN, “Summary of Draft Home Education Regulations”, as above. 
20 HEN, “Summary of Draft Home Education Regulations”, as above. 
21 Sarah Nicholson, “Daniel Andrews’ “Education State” is bullying homeschoolers”, The Spectator, 19 February 

2017. Available at: https://spectator.com.au/2017/02/daniel-andrews-bullying-homeschoolers/ 
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DET’s requirement in 72(3)(c)(ii) that “a proposed educational program comprising a learning plan 

that specifies when and where instruction will take place, and the subject matter that will be 

covered by the instruction during the first year of registration” is also regarded as unsuitable for 
homeschoolers who follow the ‘natural learning’ approach. Natural learning follows and develops the 
interests of the child as they arise, rather than proposing to direct those interests with a pre-
established curriculum. Many home educators who follow this approach “don’t find planning 
beneficial, let alone necessary and don’t always know which resources they’ll be using until the 
time/interest arrives.” For the same reason it would be difficult for such educators to predict, a year 
in advance, where their learning will take place.  

The requirement that detailed, individualised learning plans, complete with timetables, locations and 
materials (which, however, may not be approved since the Distance Education Centre Victoria (DECV) 
materials – which would have been approved by the DET – have been withdrawn from sale in 2017) 
must be submitted in advance, also presents a significant deterrent to new home educators who are 
still finding their feet.  

Given these problems are acknowledged under the existing regulations, parents have good cause to 
be concerned that the proposed increase in the VRQA’s powers at the expense of home schooling 
parents will make this unsatisfactory situation even worse.  

Homeschoolers are doubtful many registrations will be approved. In addition, 
existing homeschoolers will be randomly reviewed by the VRQA who will also set 
the review criteria, which are not detailed in the regulations and could be changed 
at any time.22 

A note in the proposed regulations is careful to underscore the powers of the Authority to enforce 
compliance with its requirements, pointing out that: 

83 (Note): The Authority may cancel a registration for home schooling under 

section 4.3.9(1)(b)(ii) of the Act if a parent fails to comply with a requirement of 

these Regulations relating to home schooling. 

3. Concern for the content of the curriculum 

Parents who have already removed their children from formal schooling with the express purpose of 
avoiding government-sponsored programs such as Safe Schools and Respectful Relationships have 
valid reasons for now being concerned that the revised regulations provide for the same government 
to exert greater influence over the curriculum they follow at home.  

On an extreme level, there is concern that if plans do not include certain curriculum 
content such as Safe Schools or Respectful Relationships, parents will be forced to 
include them to get registration.  The regulations give no criteria for parents to 
form plans upon, setting parents up for failure to even register, let alone failure to 
home-school. 

                                                           

22 Sarah Nicholson, “Daniel Andrews’ “Education State” is bullying homeschoolers”, The Spectator, 19 February 
2017. Available at: https://spectator.com.au/2017/02/daniel-andrews-bullying-homeschoolers/ 
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Home schooling parents of every political bent in Victoria see these regulations as 
an attack by the government on parental and indeed human rights.23 

Unfortunately, such fears have the support of international precedent.24 In the process, many parents 
who chose to home school for other reasons and previously enjoyed good relations with the DET now 
feel that they are caught up in a struggle not of their making.  

This would also be of concern for parents who choose home education to help children with special 
needs or learning difficulties. Evidence indicates that these children comprise 25% of home schooled 
children. According to the new requirements that: 

 73(1) “the parent who will be responsible for home schooling of a student must … provide further 
information… to allow the Authority to assess whether it is appropriate for a child to be registered 
for home schooling.  

and 

73(2) “The Authority may refuse to register a student for home schooling if, in the Authority’s 

opinion, insufficient information has been provided by the parent in response to a request made 

under subregulation (1)” 

Home schooling parents with special needs children may have the additional burden of submitting 
medical evidence (and possibly incurring significant expenses through the specialist assessments and 
reporting needed to assemble that evidence), to get such an exemption. These families already carry 
a considerable burden in home educating children whose needs are inadequately catered for in 
mainstreams schools, as well as managing the medical/behavioural difficulties associated with caring 
for children with special needs. The proposals currently advanced by the government propose only to 
add additional administrative and financial burdens to families who would most benefit from 
additional support. 

Conclusion  

In the circumstances, the Andrews Government could alleviate the concerns of many parents by 
offering reassurance that it is not their intention to burden home schooling families with unnecessary 
and burdensome layers of bureaucracy which have dubious advantages and considerable 
disadvantages. Home schooling parents would also be relieved if the government were to commit to 
an approach that allowed for consultation with home schooling families regarding any reforms it might 
have in view. Apart from its marked hostility to home schooling per se, VRQA has demonstrated a lack 
of experience and knowledge about this educational preference.25 The unlimited powers that the 

                                                           

23 Sarah Nicholson, “Daniel Andrews’ “Education State” is bullying homeschoolers”, The Spectator, 19 February 
2017. Available at: https://spectator.com.au/2017/02/daniel-andrews-bullying-homeschoolers/ 

24 See, for example, Matt Payton, “Schoolgirl left in tears over school inspectors’ lesbian questions”, 
Metro.co.uk, 23 January 2015. Available at: http://metro.co.uk/2015/01/23/schoolgirl-left-in-tears-over-
school-inspectors-lesbian-questions-5033150/. Also, Patrick B Craine, Homeschooling families can’t teach 
homosexual acts sinful in class says Alberta gvmt, LifeSite, 23 February, 2012. Available at: 
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-homeschooling-families-cant-teach-homosexuality-a-sin-in-
class-sa 

25 The Home Education Network, commenting on the unofficial policy of the VRQA to discourage home schooling 
has reported that new home educations are being told that home schooled children are “unemployable and 
can’t get into uni”. In view of the remarkable academic achievements of many home-schooled children, this 
can only be attributed to “a serious lack of knowledge or an active policy to misinform”. (HEN, “Summary of 
Draft Home Education Regulations”, as above). 

http://metro.co.uk/2015/01/23/schoolgirl-left-in-tears-over-school-inspectors-lesbian-questions-5033150/
http://metro.co.uk/2015/01/23/schoolgirl-left-in-tears-over-school-inspectors-lesbian-questions-5033150/
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-homeschooling-families-cant-teach-homosexuality-a-sin-in-class-sa
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-homeschooling-families-cant-teach-homosexuality-a-sin-in-class-sa
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Victorian government now proposes to confer on this authority and the opacity of arrangements to 
deal with disputes, demonstrates a significant departure from the usual process of stakeholder 
consultation and only serves to compound the legitimate concerns of parents canvassed above.  

In the low-trust environment engendered by many of the Andrews Government’s educational 
initiatives, it is unfortunately necessary for home schooling parents, and the community more 
generally, to request reassurance that these proposed reforms are not intended to marginalise and 
restrict the prerogative of parents to choose the manner of their children’s education. Since the 
current drafting of the Education and Training Reform Regulations 2017 is so problematic, the 
community would also be relieved to have this document rejected by the Department and new 
regulations compiled with significant input from the home schooling community to address any (so 
far unspecified) concerns that the DET may have about the current regulations, while accommodating 
the suggestions of home schooling families for the better support from the DET.  

Thank you for your consideration. 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Daniel Flynn 

Victorian Director 

Australian Christian Lobby 

 

 

 


